
 

 

The self biography 

The quadruple name and the nickname: Khalil praises dervish the 

consolatory flames  

Year of the reproduction: 1/1/1982  

The marital case: Married  

The children enumerated: 4 

Address of the housing: Conductor – the live peasant  

The mobile numbered: 07725377476  

Comprehensive: Mosul  

The college: The essential education  

The section: The Islamic education  

Date of the designation in the college: 22/9/2008  

The testimonies the occurring on her: 

aalbkaalwryws: Year  2006  

The master's degree :8002 سنة 

The doctorate: Year  2014  

The general specialization: General methods of the teaching  

The accurate specialization: Methods of teaching the Islamic education  



The scientific nickname: Teacher  

Date of the occurrence on him: 8/9/2015 

  

The published researches and the accepted for the spreading: 

 1. Effectivity program of proposal in aaldhkaa'aat numerous for 

collection the demanding stage elementary in preservation nynwY. 

 2. Academic use the strategic organizer formal in the collection 

enemy influenced complete students the education essential/Islamic 

section the education in substance of origins the debt. 

 3. Strategic effect the succession circular in acquisition of the 

concepts Islamic to the second row medium in Islamic substance the 

education requested. 

 4. After aanmwdhj distances of the learning " maarzaanw " in 

enemy skills of the learning and the memorization second students of 

the row medium in substance aalqraan generous and the Islamic 

education. 

 '5. athr'anmwdhj educations of upright on several means in 

enablement demanding in the performance theoretical and the works 

for recitations the generous Quran to Islamic section the education 

requested. 

The international participation in the conferences: 

 1. Conference (completeness of the flags towards investigation of 

goals the education) who built him the c omplete education essential.  



 2. Conference (our diversity is source strengthened us) who built 

him the complete flags Islamic.  

 3. Conference (the peace generous extreme necessity for the 

people from period of life) who built him institute of eye the Middle 

East for the researches and the social studies strategic and the 

development and the peace.  

The participation in many from the symposiums and workshop of the 

work and occurring in her on associated testimonies and estimative 

testimonies. 

The administrative experience: 

 Examination panelist.1 

 Investigative panelist.2 

 Member committee of the central application.3 

 Member committee of security of the goodness  .4 

 Member committee of the guidance  .5 

 Continuous official the one education  .6 

 Member committee of the interior sections  .7 

 Panelist reception in the conference international  .8 

 Member committee of the high studies  .9 

The supervision on many from the researches and her discussion in the 

first studies.  

The studious supervision on students high and their discussion.   



The thanks and the estimate wrote: 

Occurring on a lot of books of the thanks and the estimate from 

e'maadt the complete education essential and blessing of presidency 

comprehensive. 


